Planning your next fruit shipment?
Contact your local ZIM team

To learn more visit
WWW.ZIM.COM
ZIM’s Cold Treatment solution with Continuous Temperature Monitoring ensures your precious produce arrives in perfect condition, at any destination around the world.

ZIM’s reefer containers feature unique Auto Control, so temperature excursions can always be tracked and modified, at any location.

Ultimate Peace of Mind
ZIM’s Cold Treatment solution is fully managed by our 24/7 expert team, giving you confidence in meeting import regulations.

A Personal Approach Anywhere in the World
Enjoy solutions tailored to your specific transportation needs and timely delivery of your refrigerated shipments worldwide – courtesy of ZIM’s professional global team.

Make distance and time disappear with ZIM Cold Treatment

Advantages

• Continuous Temperature Monitoring throughout the cold chain ensures the safety of your most sensitive cargo
• State-of-the-art temperature control technology for ultimate supervision
• Full personal response 24/7, from ZIM agents
• Operated directly by ZIM
• Comprehensive end-of-voyage reports
• Backed by 7 years’ experience in Cold Treatment cargo
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